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Outline

• Vector Boson Scattering

• Observation of the 
electroweak diboson
production with the ATLAS 
detector

• EFT prospects
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Vector Boson Scattering: Motivation
• Unitary process in the SM, very precisely predicted

• Any deviations from the prediction signal new physics in a model-
independent way and hints on the scale of NP
• Provides access to quartic gauge couplings that could be modified by 

New Physics
3
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VBS signature at LHC

• Distinct event topology
• Two energetic jets with large di-jet mass (mjj) and high rapidity separation
• Diboson system, centrally produced with respect to the two forward jets 
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VBS signature

• Signal: EWK contribution—>six fermions 
final state at leading order O(α6)
• Background:
• Irreducible

• QCD background: at LO (α4αs2)
• already at LO interference with signal: (αs5)

• Reducible:
• misidentification of final state particles 

• significant systematic uncertainties from jet 
energy reconstruction and background 
modelling
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Overview of ATLAS VBS measurements

Channel Final state Observed Significance Recent measurement

ssWW llνν jj 6.9σ 13 TeV

WZ lllν jj 5.3σ 13 TeV

ZZ llll jj /llvvjj 5.52σ 13 TeV

Zγ (ll/vv)γjj 4.1σ 13 TeV

WV lljjjj 2.7σ 13 TeV
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Electroweak ZZjj production

• 2 signatures: 
• 4ljj:

• Clean signature
• Lower statistics compared to other diboson
processes 
• 2l2v:

• Higher branching ratio
• Not as clean signature
• Sensitive to BSM in the high pT regime 

• Full Run2 dataset (139 fb-1) was used to 
probe ZZjjà4ljj and ZZjjà 2l2vjj
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Electroweak ZZjj production

• Different background composition, data driven estimation for the 
main components 

10

ZZjjà4ljj
• QCD ZZjj control region with low mjj or ∆y(jj) included 

in the fit 

ZZjjà2l2vjj
• WZ estimated in 3-lepton control region 
• Non-resonant (ttbar and WW) estimated in eµ control 

region 

Dominant 
Bkg: ZZ-QCD

Dominant 
Bkg: WZ

See more in G. Maznas’ 
and A. Marantis’ Talks



ZZjj-results
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• Extract inclusive cross-section EWK+QCD in the signal region

• Use multi-variate discriminant to extract EWK component
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Electroweak ssWW production
• EW production of two same-sign 

charged leptons
• EW/QCD>13, best EW/QCD ratio 

channel!
• Low cross-section, low background
• Main BGàWZjj-QCD

• The shape is taken from MC and the 
normalization is taken from the data

• Publication with 36fb-1 data
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ssWW-Results

• ssWWjj-EW observed xsec: 
2.91-0.47

+0.51 ±0.27(sys) fb 
with 6.9σ

Selection
2 ss leptons:
PT1>25 GeV, 
PT2>20 GeV,
mll>20 GeV, 
|mee-Mz|>15 GeV

2 jets:
PT>30 GeV
|η|<5.0, mjj>500 GeV
|Δηjj|>2.5 

PT
miss >40 GeV

Signal 
Extraction
1D template fit
using mjj
simultaneously
with WZ and
non-prompt CR
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Electroweak WZjj production

• three leptons final state
• Less clean signature than W±W±, but cross 

section accessible with large dataset
• EW/QCD<0.5
• Backgrounds
• QCD production of WZjj is the dominant 

background
• non-prompt contributions estimated from data

• Publication with 36fb-1 data
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t�ũũͲY�� ϭϰϰ
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WZjj-Results

WZjj-EW observed xsection: 
0.57-0.14

+0.15 fb with 5.3σ

Selection
3 leptons:
Z: PTl1,2>15 GeV,
|Mz-Mz-
PDG|<10GeV 
W:PT,l>20GeV 
mTW>30 GeV
jets:
PT>40 GeV
|η|<4.5
mjj>500 GeV
ηj1*ηj2<0
no b-jet

Signal Extraction
With a 1D template fit 
using BDT score of 15 
varibles simultaneously 
with QCD CR, b-CR and 
ZZ-CR
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Electroweak Zγjj production

• EWK Zllγ has not been observed yet
• higher statistics due to photons
• Interesting channel to probe

neutral quartic couplings
• EW/QCD~0.12
• Publication with 36fb-1 data
• Dominant Backgrounds:
• QCD Zγ: Normalization estimated 

from data
• Z+jet: 2D sideband method (photon 

ID, isolation)
16
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Zγjj - results

• Zγjj-EW observed xsec:
7.8-1.9

+2.0 fb with 4.1σ

Signal Extraction
with a 1D template 
fit using BDT score 
in SR 
simultaneously with   
b-CR
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arXiv:1910.09503

Evidence

Selection
• mll+mllγ cut to

reduce FSR
contributions

• b-jets are
vetoed

• VBS selection:
Δηjj>1,
centrality
(Zγ)<5, mjj>
150GeV

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.09503


Effective Field Theories

• SM expansion to higher order terms

• EFT: low energy parametrisation of an unknown model that will 
become apparent at “very high” energies
• First to look for: Dim-6 and Dim-8

9. REINTERPRETATION OF WZ INCLUSIVE AND VBS DATA WITH
EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORIES

The NP search for novel interactions within the SM particles should ideally be2085

performed in a model independent way, in order not to be restricted in one specific SM2086

extension, and also to be able to quantify the the exclusion of NP phenomena accuracy,2087

in case there is no evidence of NP. In order to build such theory, there are the following2088

prequisites:2089

1. All the SM symmetries should be respected, namely the Lorentz invariance and2090

the SU(3)CXSU(3)LXU(1)Y2091

2. The S-matrix axioms of unitarity, analyticity, etc. should be satisfied2092

3. A limit of the theory should provide the SM2093

4. The theory should be general enough to capture any NP phenomena beyond the2094

SM2095

The way to satisfy these prequisites is by constructing an e↵ective quantum field2096

theory, the first two points concluding to a quantum field theory whereas the latter two2097

to an e↵ective field theory. The SM is a quantum field theory that of quark fields, lepton2098

fields and a single Higgs doublet field , that interact through the SU(3)C ·SU(3)L·U(1)Y2099

symmetry. So far all the operators are if dimension four or less. In order to extend2100

the theory, one can add higher order operators, that represent interactions between SM2101

particles. The operators’ coe�cients amplitudes are proportional to inverse powers of2102

mass and consequently the operators are suppressed if the mass is large compared to2103

the accessible energy. Thus, the dominant e↵ects from NP operators, if existing, should2104

originate from the lowest dimension operators.2105

It is useful to denote as ⇤ the mass scale that is used in the higher dimension2106

coe�cients and this is refered to as the NP scale. It is assumed that ⇤ is large com-2107

pared to the experimentally accessible energies, and thus the EFT is the ”low energy”2108

approximation to NP. The e↵ective field theory Lagrangian is:2109

L = LSM +
X

i

ci

⇤2
Oi +

X

j

cj

⇤4
Oj + Ok (9.1)

where Oi, Oj are Dimension-6 and Dimension-8 operators, and ci and cj are the2110

”Wilson coe�cients” with which these operators contribute to the Lagrangian. Ok2111

112
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Dim-6 EFT operators parametrization

• Parametrization: SMEFT 
model using Warsaw basis
• Dim-6 operators in Warsaw 

basis, excluding four fermion
• Operators contributing across 

physics channels, this is a 
simplified picture
• Aim for a global fit across 

different channels 
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Table 2: Dimension-six operators other than the four-fermion ones.

3 The complete set of dimension-five and -six operators

This Section is devoted to presenting our final results (derived in Secs. 5, 6 and 7) for the basis

of independent operators Q(5)
n and Q(6)

n . Their independence means that no linear combination
of them and their Hermitian conjugates is EOM-vanishing up to total derivatives.

Imposing the SM gauge symmetry constraints on Q(5)
n leaves out just a single operator [20],

up to Hermitian conjugation and flavour assignments. It reads

Q!! = #jk#mn!
j!m(lkp)

TClnr ! (!!†lp)
TC(!!†lr), (3.1)

where C is the charge conjugation matrix.2 Q!! violates the lepton number L. After the
electroweak symmetry breaking, it generates neutrino masses and mixings. Neither L(4)

SM nor
the dimension-six terms can do the job. Thus, consistency of the SM (as defined by Eq. (1.1)
and Tab. 1) with observations crucially depends on this dimension-five term.

All the independent dimension-six operators that are allowed by the SM gauge symmetries
are listed in Tabs. 2 and 3. Their names in the left column of each block should be supplemented
with generation indices of the fermion fields whenever necessary, e.g., Q(1)

lq " Q(1)prst
lq . Dirac

indices are always contracted within the brackets, and not displayed. The same is true for the

2 In the Dirac representation C = i!2!0, with Bjorken and Drell [21] phase conventions.

3
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Dim-8 EFT operators parametrization

• Parametrization: Eboli model for Dim-8 EFT operators
• Used by both CMS and ATLAS for aQGC interpretation for now.
• 18 independent operators

9.4 Dim-8 operators

They can contain both covariant derivatives and field-strength tensors and named2369

mixed:

vacuum expectation value v, respectively. Thus we need four of them for the full operator,
ending up with dimension 8.

This also yields a convenient classification mechanism for the dimension-8 operators mod-
ifying QGCs by sorting them by the number of covariant derivatives and field-strength ten-
sors. As the number of open Lorentz indices is one and two, respectively, three di�erent
possibilities exist [148, 149]. Operators can either contain only covariant derivatives, called
scalar,

OS,0 =
�
(Dµ�)†D⌫�

�
⇥

�
(Dµ�)†D⌫�

�
,

OS,1 =
�
(Dµ�)†Dµ�

�
⇥

�
(D⌫�)†D⌫�

�
,

OS,2 =
�
(Dµ�)†D⌫�

�
⇥

�
(D⌫�)†Dµ�

�
, (74)

only field-strength tensors, called tensor,

OT,0 = Tr
�
�Wµ⌫

�W µ⌫

�
⇥ Tr

�
�W��

�W��

�
,

OT,1 = Tr
�
�W�⌫

�W µ�

�
⇥ Tr

�
�Wµ�

�W�⌫

�
,

OT,2 = Tr
�
�W�µ

�W µ�

�
⇥ Tr

�
�W�⌫

�W ⌫�

�
,

OT,5 = Tr
�
�Wµ⌫

�W µ⌫

�
⇥ �B��

�B�� ,

OT,6 = Tr
�
�W�⌫

�W µ�

�
⇥ �Bµ�

�B�⌫ ,

OT,7 = Tr
�
�W�µ

�W µ�

�
⇥ �B�⌫

�B⌫� ,

OT,8 = �Bµ⌫
�Bµ⌫ �B��

�B�� ,

OT,9 = �B�µ
�Bµ� �B�⌫

�B⌫� , (75)

or two of them each, called mixed,

OM,0 = Tr
�
�Wµ⌫

�W µ⌫

�
⇥

�
(D��)†D��

�
,

OM,1 = Tr
�
�Wµ⌫

�W ⌫�

�
⇥

�
(D��)†Dµ�

�
,

OM,2 =
�

�Bµ⌫
�Bµ⌫

�
⇥

�
(D��)†D��

�
,

OM,3 =
�

�Bµ⌫
�B⌫�

�
⇥

�
(D��)†Dµ�

�
,

OM,4 =
�
(Dµ�)†�W�⌫D

µ�
�

⇥ �B�⌫ ,

OM,5 =
�
(Dµ�)†�W�⌫D

⌫�
�

⇥ �B�µ ,

OM,7 =
�
(Dµ�)†�W�⌫

�W �µD⌫�
�

. (76)

In Ref. [148], two additional operators,

OT,3 = Tr
�
�W�µ

�W µ��W ⌫�

�
⇥ �B�⌫ ,

OT,4 = Tr
�
�W�µ

�W�µ�W �⌫

�
⇥ �B�⌫ , (77)
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OS,0,

OS,1,

OS,2

OM,0,

OM,1,

OM,7

OM,2,

OM,3,

OM,4,

OM,5

OT,0,

OT,1,

OT,2

OT,5,

OT,6,

OT,7

OT,8,

OT,9

WWWW X X X

WWZZ X X X X X

ZZZZ X X X X X X

WWZ� X X X X

WW�� X X X X

ZZZ� X X X X X

ZZ�� X X X X X

Z��� X X X

���� X X X

TABLE IV. Quartic vertices modified by each dimension-8 operator are marked with X. Table
adopted from Ref. [146].

have been defined, which however vanish identically. For OT,3, the trace is symmetric under

permutations of indices � and �, while the field-strength tensor �B�⌫ is anti-symmetric, and
for OT,4 the trace itself vanishes. The operator

OM,6 =
�
(Dµ�)†�W�⌫

�W �⌫Dµ�
�

, (78)

which has also been introduced in Ref. [148], is equivalent to OM,0 and the relation OM,6 =
1
2OM,0 holds [150].

The scalar case contains an additional operator OS,2 [149, 151, 152] compared to Ref. [148].
This operator cannot be constructed out of the other ones, but is a new, distinct possibility.
This can be easily seen if we first consider the following building block appearing in the
scalar dimension-8 operators

�
(Dµ�)†D⌫�

�
=

1

2
(�µH) (�⌫H) + M2

W
W�

µ
W+

⌫

✓
1 +

H

v

◆2

+
M2

Z

2
ZµZ⌫

✓
1 +

H

v

◆2

+
iMZ

2

�
Zµ (�⌫H) � Z⌫ (�µH)

�✓
1 +

H

v

◆
. (79)
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Figure 9.21: The gauge boson vertices and the associated EFT operators

In Fig. 9.21 , the gauge boson vertices and the associated EFT operators are2371

shown.2372

145
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Transverse operatorsLongitudinal operators

Mixed operators:Pure Higgs field
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Experimental Approach to EFTs
• Associate the operators to 

couplings between bosons 
and fermions
• Quartic gauge couplings can 

be parametrized in terms of 
Dim-6 operators and Dim-8 
operators
• Triple gauge couplings can 

be parametrized  in terms of 
Dim-6 operators 
• Higgs couplings can be 

parametrized in terms of 
Dim-6 operators

• Vector boson scattering (VBS) at the LHC 
• Interaction of massive vector bosons (W, Z) radiated by partons of the 

incoming protons 
• Probe the non-Abelian gauge structure of the EW interactions 

• Key process to investigate electroweak symmetry breaking 

• Typical signature of VBS events: 2 energetic jets and four fermions 
• The scattering diagram can be mediated by Higgs boson 

• Interaction of longitudinally polarized bosons is of particular interest
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TGCsàDim6 

HVVàDim6 

QGCs
à

Dim6, 
Dim8

EFT operators are built from:
• the Higgs doublet field

• the fermion fields ψ
• the covariant derivative

• the field strength tensors

9.3 Dimension-6 operators

include terms with higher dimension operators, When ⇤ ! 1 , the EFT recovers the2112

SM Lagrangian LSM .2113

The EFT operators are built from the following constituents:2114

the Higgs doublet field:2115

� =

 
0

1p
2
(v + H)

!
(9.2)

the fermion fields :  2116

the covariant derivative: Dµ = @µ + ig �
j

2 W j
µ2117

the field strength tensors: Ga,µ⌫ , W i,µ⌫ , Bµ⌫ , given by:

the Higgs field with Y = 1. g and g0 denote the SU(2) and U(1) gauge couplings, which
are related to the electromagnetic coupling e = gsw = g0cw via sine sw and cosine cw of the
weak mixing angle, respectively.

The modified field strength tensors

�W µ⌫ = ig
�j

2
W j,µ⌫ = ig

�j

2

�
�µW j,⌫ � �⌫W j,µ � g�jklW k,µW l,⌫

�
,

�Bµ⌫ = ig0 1

2
Bµ⌫ = ig0 1

2
(�µB⌫ � �⌫Bµ) (67)

contain an additional prefactor such that [143]

[Dµ, D⌫ ] = �W µ⌫ + �Bµ⌫ (68)

and they are treated on a more equal footing with the covariant derivative.
The modified dual field-strength tensors are given by

�W µ⌫ =
1

2
�µ⌫���W�� , �Bµ⌫ =

1

2
�µ⌫�� �B�� . (69)

Using these definitions, one can construct the following independent CP-conserving d = 6
operators according to Refs. [29, 143, 144, 146],

OWWW = Tr
�
�W µ

⌫
�W ⌫

�
�W �

µ

�
,

OW = (Dµ�)† �W µ⌫ (D⌫�) ,

OB = (Dµ�)† �Bµ⌫ (D⌫�) ,

OWW = �†�Wµ⌫
�W µ⌫� ,

OBB = �† �Bµ⌫
�Bµ⌫� ,

O�,2 = �µ

�
�†�

�
�µ

�
�†�

�
. (70)

The last operator O�,2 contains only terms involving Higgs bosons. This includes a term
v2(�µH)(�µH), which gives a contribution to the kinetic term of the Higgs field. This must
be absorbed by a redefinition of the Higgs boson field, thus changing all couplings involving
Higgs bosons.

CP-violating operators can be defined analogously by replacing one field-strength tensor
by its dual

O�WWW
= Tr

�
�W µ

⌫
�W ⌫

�
�W �

µ

�
,

O�W = (Dµ�)† �W µ⌫ (D⌫�) ,

O �B = (Dµ�)† �Bµ⌫ (D⌫�) ,

O�WW
= �†�Wµ⌫

�W µ⌫� ,

O �BB
= �† �Bµ⌫

�Bµ⌫� , (71)

which contribute to the triple and quartic vertices of electroweak bosons. Actually, only
four of these five operators are linearly independent, as the relation [75, 146]

O�W +
1

2
O�WW

= O �B +
1

2
O �BB

(72)
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The Lagrangian of the SM describing the fermion fields, the bosons of the various2119

forces and the interactions between them is made of terms having four dimensions.2120

The EFT theories include operators of 5th or higher dimension. There is only one2121

dimension-5 operator, the Weinberg operator that generates a Majorana mass term for2122

the neutrinos. In general though, one considers only operators which conserve lepton2123

and baryon number and these operators have even dimensions. [60].2124

9.3 Dimension-6 operators2125

The lowest order EFT operators we considered here are therefore Dimension-6 and2126

Dimension-8 operators.2127

The first goal is to look for e↵ects of Dim-6 operators in the WZ inclusive and WZ2128
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contain an additional prefactor such that [143]
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Using these definitions, one can construct the following independent CP-conserving d = 6
operators according to Refs. [29, 143, 144, 146],
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The last operator O�,2 contains only terms involving Higgs bosons. This includes a term
v2(�µH)(�µH), which gives a contribution to the kinetic term of the Higgs field. This must
be absorbed by a redefinition of the Higgs boson field, thus changing all couplings involving
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Current EFT limits

20- 0 20 40
]-4aQGC Limits @95% C.L. [TeV

Aug 2020

aC summary plots at: http://cern.ch/go/8ghC

4L /T,0f WWW [-1.2e+00, 1.2e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-3.8e+00, 3.4e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-7.4e-01, 6.9e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-3.4e+00, 2.9e+00] -129.2 fb 8 TeV
gW [-5.4e+00, 5.6e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-6.0e-01, 6.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-4.2e+00, 4.6e+00] -119.4 fb 8 TeV
ss WW [-2.8e-01, 3.1e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-6.2e-01, 6.5e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
ZZ [-2.4e-01, 2.2e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WV ZV [-1.2e-01, 1.1e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,1f WWW [-3.3e+00, 3.3e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-4.4e+00, 4.4e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-1.2e+00, 1.1e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-3.7e+00, 4.0e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-4.0e-01, 4.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-2.1e+00, 2.4e+00] -119.4 fb 8 TeV
ss WW [-1.2e-01, 1.5e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-3.7e-01, 4.1e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
ZZ [-3.1e-01, 3.1e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WV ZV [-1.2e-01, 1.3e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,2f WWW [-2.7e+00, 2.6e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-9.9e+00, 9.0e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-2.0e+00, 1.9e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-1.1e+01, 1.2e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-1.0e+00, 1.2e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-5.9e+00, 7.1e+00] -119.4 fb 8 TeV
ss WW [-3.8e-01, 5.0e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-1.0e+00, 1.3e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV
ZZ [-6.3e-01, 5.9e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WV ZV [-2.8e-01, 2.8e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,5f ggZ [-9.3e+00, 9.1e+00] -120.3 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-7.0e-01, 7.4e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-3.8e+00, 3.8e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-5.0e-01, 5.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,6f gZ [-1.6e+00, 1.7e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-2.8e+00, 3.0e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-4.0e-01, 4.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,7f gZ [-2.6e+00, 2.8e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-7.3e+00, 7.7e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-9.0e-01, 9.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /T,8f gZ [-1.8e+00, 1.8e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-4.7e-01, 4.7e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-1.8e+00, 1.8e+00] -120.2 fb 8 TeV

ZZ [-4.3e-01, 4.3e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
4L /T,9f ggZ [-7.4e+00, 7.4e+00] -120.3 fb 8 TeV

gZ [-4.0e+00, 4.0e+00] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-1.3e+00, 1.3e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-3.9e+00, 3.9e+00] -120.2 fb 8 TeV

ZZ [-9.2e-01, 9.2e-01] -1137 fb 13 TeV

Channel Limits ò dtL s
CMS
ATLAS
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4L /M,0f gWV [-7.7e+01, 8.1e+01] -119.3 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-7.1e+01, 7.5e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-1.9e+01, 2.0e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-7.6e+01, 6.9e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gW [-7.7e+01, 7.4e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-8.1e+00, 8.0e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-3.0e+00, 3.2e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-5.8e+00, 5.8e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV

WW®gg [-2.8e+01, 2.8e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
WW®gg [-4.2e+00, 4.2e+00] -124.7 fb 7,8 TeV

WV ZV [-6.9e-01, 7.0e-01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
4L /M,1f gWV [-1.3e+02, 1.2e+02] -119.3 fb 8 TeV

gZ [-1.9e+02, 1.8e+02] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-4.8e+01, 4.7e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-1.5e+02, 1.5e+02] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gW [-1.2e+02, 1.3e+02] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-1.2e+01, 1.2e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-4.7e+00, 4.7e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-8.2e+00, 8.3e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV

WW®gg [-1.1e+02, 1.0e+02] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
WW®gg [-1.6e+01, 1.6e+01] -124.7 fb 7,8 TeV

WV ZV [-2.0e+00, 2.1e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
4L /M,2f gWV [-5.7e+01, 5.7e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV

gZ [-3.2e+01, 3.1e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-8.2e+00, 8.0e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-2.7e+01, 2.7e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gW [-2.6e+01, 2.6e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-2.8e+00, 2.8e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /M,3f gWV [-9.5e+01, 9.8e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-5.8e+01, 5.9e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-2.1e+01, 2.1e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gZ [-5.2e+01, 5.2e+01] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gW [-4.3e+01, 4.4e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-4.4e+00, 4.4e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /M,4f gWV [-1.3e+02, 1.3e+02] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-1.5e+01, 1.6e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-4.0e+01, 4.0e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-5.0e+00, 5.0e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /M,5f gWV [-2.0e+02, 2.0e+02] -120.2 fb 8 TeV
gZ [-2.5e+01, 2.4e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-6.5e+01, 6.5e+01] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-8.3e+00, 8.3e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /M,6f gZ [-3.9e+01, 4.0e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-1.3e+02, 1.3e+02] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-1.6e+01, 1.6e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-6.0e+00, 6.5e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-1.2e+01, 1.2e+01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WV ZV [-1.3e+00, 1.3e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

4L /M,7f gZ [-6.1e+01, 6.3e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV
gW [-1.6e+02, 1.6e+02] -119.7 fb 8 TeV
gW [-2.1e+01, 2.0e+01] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

ss WW [-6.7e+00, 7.0e+00] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WZ [-1.0e+01, 1.0e+01] -1137 fb 13 TeV
WV ZV [-3.4e+00, 3.4e+00] -135.9 fb 13 TeV

Channel Limits ò dtL s
CMS
ATLAS
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EFT re-interpretations and challenges

• EFT MC
• best approach to interpolate various between EFT points

• Reweighting (MC@NLO, MadGraph)
• Possibility to generate single terms of the Lagrangian Linear only or linear + quadratic terms

• Linear only or linear + quadratic terms

• Things to take into account
• EFT contributions in the Background processes
• How to deal with dim-8 operators in dim-6 case
• How to deal with dim-6 operators in dim-8 case
• Higher order corretions
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Combination

• So far interpretations have been tailored for individual analyses 
whereas now the collaboration is moving towards a global 
approach using the acquired expertise
• Combining between the various channelsà more powerful 

constraints
• Growing number of EFT measurements in ATLAS with full Run-2 

data 
• Theory framework is largely in place – Still many challenges to 

meet
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Combination-First attempt

• Combination within the VBS channels: WZjj and ssWW
• Relevant Operators: fS0, fS1, fT0, fT1, fT2, fM0, fM1
• Reinterpetation using public data at 36 fb-1, by fitting
• mll distribution at reconstruction level for ssWW
• unfolded mtWZ distribution for WZjj
• Combination between reconstructed and unfolded distributions

• All systematics uncertainties taken into account
• Correlation between the channels are considered

• Results to be public soon
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Summary

• In Run2, observation for the EWK diboson production in the 
W±W±jj,WZjj and ZZjj final states and evidence for  the Zγjj
• VBS can serve as a probe for the effects of EFTs at accessible 

energies
• Using the full statistics of Run2 will allow to perform EFT

interpretations 
• Increased statistics of Full Run2 and in the long term, HL-LHC will 

provide a portal to further BSM interpretations in the VBS phase 
space
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